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Most events that function to differentiate meiosis from the mitosis occur in the IHomologous Prophase chromosomes form bivalents (or tetrads) and cross occurs between non-sister Chromaticsprophase I divided into 5 unique sub-stages:Leptotan – chromosomes begin to tune in And attached to the nucleus membrane using their
telomeresZygotene – synapsis begins with a synaptonmal complex forming between homologous chromosomes and Pachytene – crossing genetic material occurs between chromatidesodiptoan and non-nurse – synapsis ends with the disappearance of the synaptomal complex; Homologous couples remain connected in
chiasmataDiakinesis – chromosomes become completely concentrated in a crumbling nuclear membrane before Prophase IStages metaphase I in the direction of the first myotic division and various stages can be discerned: leptoten, zygotene, pachytene, dieptan, diakinesis. In the myosis of the ochite is added to the middle stage: the
diketote, the so-called interphase. In the leftotan phase (= drainage) DNA creates itself into chromosomes that already consist of 2 bat chromosomes (= chromatics), due to the contents of double DNA. In the zigogen phase homologous chromosomes (i.e., maternal and aesthetic) are paired by a cineptonmal complex as each bivalents dovalent adds with both ends on the inner surface of the nucleus membrane. Due to their proximity they can be mistaken for a set of haploid chromosomes! In the pachytene phase (= genetic material exchange), which lasts a long time, chromosomes shorten and thicken themselves by a significant bond of DNA and the two chromates of
each chromosome draw from each other along their length. They remain connected only by the centromir, so that the typical scissor or flyer shape of chromosomes becomes available. A person recognizes the 4 chromats of a two-valent structure (tetrad formation) just now. At this stage, the formation of the Ciasmata, the transition,
occurs. During the diploten phase, the sinthomal thespules occur and are released and partially separated from each pair of sister chromatides from their humane counterparts. Chromatids are still held together in centromers and transit sites. The dictace phase is the rest phase of the Ochit. It lasts from birth until sometime between the
12th and 50th year of age, depending on the moment of the follicle's atresia or ovulation. Chromosomes are being moaned at this time. In dikinesis another preoccupation of chromosomes and, simultaneously, further separation of chromatid occurs that, however, still hang together in chiasmata. Noclos and the nuclear membrane
dissolve. Chromosomes become visible, crossing through occurs, nucleus disappears, pivot shapes myotical, The envelope disappears. To see the prophase animation, click the Play button. Turn on ▶ resetting ↺ at the beginning of prophase I, the chromosomes have already been squat. During I-start, they are ingested and advanced
and thicker and visible under the light microscope. The pair of homologous chromosomes replicated, and the transition (the physical replacement of chromosome parts) occurs. Crossing is the process that can cause genetic re-morbidity. At this point, each pair of homologous chromosomes appears to be a two-valent (tetrade), a tight
grouping of two chromosomes, each made up of two sister chromatades. The sites of the crossing are perceived as un-crossed chromatide and called chiasmata (single: chiasma). The nucleus disappeared during the first propos. In cytoplasm, a myotic axis, consisting of microtubules and other proteins, shapes between two pairs of
centrioles as they migrate to opposite poles of the cell. The nuclear envelope disappears at the end of the first propus, allowing the ship to enter the nucleus. Prophase I is the longest stage of myosis, usually consuming 90% of the time for both divisions. In order to understand prophase I of meiosis I, one needs to recognize the terms
associated with this process. Myosis only occurs in Ikaryota cells. All aucariota cells contain genetic material in the form of DNA strands inside the nucleus. These STRANDS of DNA are wound into chromatin which changes shape to form chromosomes during cell division. Myosis produces four haploid bat cells from a difloid germ stem
cell. Defloid cells contain two sets of homologous (same) chromosomes. Defloid cells can produce accurate copies of themselves using mitosis, or produce bat cells with half the genetic material in the process of myosis. In both sets of homologous chromosomes (or homologes) of defloid cells, one comes from the father, the other from
the mother. Mathematically, it's called 2n, or two sets of homologous chromosomes. Scientific texts often extend this to 2n=46. This refers to 23 sets of human chromosomes. In diagrams where a full set of chromosomes don't all fit in, they may state 2n=4, or 2n=8. It simply refers to the number of chromosomes in this particular image.
Since our cells received information from both parents, we have the complete genetic information of both within our nuclear dana. That means all of our ID booths have 23 pairs of chromosomes. Defloid = double. Each chromosome consists of two chromates connected in the middle by centromere. Every chromatide is the same. In the
picture below, number 1 depicts a single chromatid, 2 showing the centromer joining the two chromatics, 3 being the short arm (or p') and the 4 long arm ('q' of the chromozoum). Parts of the Haploid chromosome refers to a gamete or sex cell – spermatozoa in ova males in Haploid cells contain only half of the genetic information of the
parent cell, or 'n'. This allows genetic material to merge with fertilization of an egg with sperm, creating a cell containing the DNA of both parents in a defloid cell. The Fluid = HAlf. Haploid vs Diploid is also important to mention that chromosomes are a temporary formation. In the absence of cell division, DNA is packed into the nucleus and
held together by much less organized binding proteins like chromatin fibers. The X-shape of chromosomes can therefore only be seen at certain stages of cell division. With a better understanding of terminology, the complicated process of meiosis is much easier to understand. As mentioned, The Goose has five separate stages. In the
first phase of Prophase I of meiosis I chromosomes are visible under an electron microscope and look like a 'string of beads', in which the beads are referred to as noclisomes. If fully stretched, some DNA may be almost an inch long – far too large for the cell nucleus. That's why it's packed using special proteins. The central histones are
the equivalent of sewing wire coils around which the DNA strand is coiled. When DNA has been wrapped twice around the core histone, it creates a structure known as a nocliuzum. This gives the string of beady effect, with the woundless DNA giving the appearance of the string, and the beaded wound noclysum. Each chromatic is very
close to the other and it often gives the effect of a single chromosome. It is also understood that in the leptoton phase, double strand fractures in DNA occur, preparing for re-combination. Reintintinting is the result of a process in which the DNA of one chromatide breaks down and is mixed with another non-nurse chromatide in order to
produce a greater variety of allals in offspring. Re-integration is the result of crossing the border. Lepatuten is often called in harmony with the next step as a transition to The Zygotene, as the first stage is itself a very short process. The image below shows all five stages of Prophase I, starting with Aptoan at the top. You'll notice the string
of beads. Prophase I phases tetrad, or two homologous chromosomes consisting of four chromates, is connected to produce a pair of chromosomes during myosis. In order to join as a couple, a synapsa is created. Semog like a ladder to snap together and attach the pair of chromosomes at a central point. These species are preparing
the synaptomal complex. Only after the pair are connected can it be summoned by Tetard or Du-Valent. Crossing a compound can occur over a synaptonemal complex once it is formed, but in some organisms this compound is not mandatory for re-combination. The tard once Tedard is formed, the transition and re-crystallization process
can continue, there some Genetic material from the parental DNA sequence is replaced to increase gene variation. At this point, the chromatic sisters (the two chromatic strands that attach a single chromosome) begin to separate from each other, although chromosomes remain connected as a couple. That makes them a lot more unique
under an electron microscope. The image below shows the passage of genetic material between two non-nurse chromates within a single pair of homologous chromosomes. Chiasmata is the point of connection between two non-sister chromatides that enables all-round exchanges. Chiasmata can only create if sister chromatide is
separated from each other. Crossing a passage when the synaptonma complex begins to break down, as it does in the diplotene phase, chromosome pairs begin to move apart. However, they cannot stay away from each other as they remain connected by chiasmata. The repulsive characteristic of two chromosomes creates an initial
shift towards the opposite poles of the still integuable Muse I system, which will be completed during prometaphase 1 immediately after Prophase I. In Diakinezis, the chismata connections reach the ends of the chromosome's chromatic arms. This arrival is called a terminal. At this point, chromosomes are highly concentrated and still
connected by chiasmata; They can't move further towards the poles of an axis structure that's still inserate. In order to prepare for the next phase of meiosis I, other structural changes occur. The nukes and the nuclear envelope are dissolving. This allows centrioles (centrosome-forming microtubules) that contribute to free axis formation to
migrate, along with remnants of axes formed during the division of mytote cells. Cell cytoplasm microtubules are the dominant building blocks of axis construction. In the picture below, the five stages of Prophase I can see again, this time with other processes of meiosis I. The representation of diakinesis clearly shows the chiasmata
attachments and shifting of pairs of chromosomes still attached to opposing rods. Macy's I steps
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